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Abstract 
The study aims to clarify the impact of growth in the industrial sector on 

economic growth in the Iraqi economics according to the methodology of Kaldor 

for (2017-2030) , taking into consideration the effect of the accumulation of capital 

in the calculation of growth rates in the economy through productivity estimate of 

Total Factor Productivity (TFP) to growth in the economy, which is why the study 

assumes a formula to comply with the laws of Kaldor growth models developed 

requirements. This study is the most important to find out  the development of the 

laws of Kaldor among Arabic studies, especially the first and third, so that the 

relationship between the growth of industrial production and economic growth as 

represented by the overall productivity of factors of production , while employment 

relationship is in the non-manufacturing sector with total production of inputs 

(TFI). 

The study has concluded from the developed formulation to calculate degree 

of increasing in returning  any production stage that the increasing degree of 

return comparable size when estimating the laws formats as there is a strong 

impact between the growth rates in industrial production and growth rates in gross 

domestic product . 
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Keywords: Industrial Sector , Kaldor's Approach  , (TFP) , (TFI) , Iraqi Economy 
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Introduction: 
Economists place a high value on studies of economic growth because growth 

is a constant topic of discussion in economic analysis, particularly among 

Neoclassic economists. Some, like Robert Solow, believe that growth is determined 

by internal factors, while others, like P. Romer and Lucas, believe that growth is 

determined by external factors. There are also economists interested in analyzing 

the motives of growth, which means that growth is determined by how or how it is 

measured. 

The research will focus on assumptions of Kaldor , who believes that the 

sectorial manufacturing structure of production is the one who explains the 

differences among the growth rates in different economies , and that growth is 

driven by sector, which has higher productivity ( accelerated ) to labor  .  

Although these assumptions are then formulated with developed countries 

directed towards the deepening of manufacturing production , it is still possible to 

verify the continuity of the sector due to the acquisition of technical progress 

requirements and therefore the higher productivity of the primary sector for 

different countries rates. 

We can disseminate Kaldor's Hypothesis, which states that economic growth 

is impacted by sector growth, which influences worker productivity in the same 

industry. Knowing that rising demand for industrial products is driving rapid 

growth in this sector, there will be a favorable impact on productivity growth in 

this sector as well as the overall productivity of the economy, as measured by GDP 

growth rates. 

 

The Aim: - 
   The study aims to understand and analyze the assumptions of Kaldor and 

ascertain the extent of the industrial sector and the growth of productivity growth 

in the compatibility of the Iraqi economy, and its detect many cases of the 

developments in the growth models , especially in the concepts of account for the 

total factors of productivity (TFP) and stage returns to scale , as well as the total 

factor inputs (TFI), because it cannot be ruled out new concepts for those models to 

influence the relationship between the sectorial growth and growth in output , 

especially if growth is occurring because of productivity growth that was the 

manufacturing sector or the economy as a whole with a reminder that Kaldor 

begins assumptions and ends its laws according to its dependence on the 

manufacturing sector is the motivation of growth. 

 

Problem: - 
    The problem has determined in Kaldor's Law that is not always able to 

interpret the relationship between the rates of growth in gross domestic product 

and manufacturing sector  in some countries, especially developing ones and this is 

what trailed by some studies, despite the launch of the principle that the sectorial 

structure that demonstrates the differences in growth rates . Therefore, it requires 

the integration of those laws with the requirements of the new growth models . 
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Hypothesis of this study :- 
The new formulation of the Kaldor's Law through identifying growth 

relationship in the industrial sector with the total factor inputs (TFP) of the 

economics , and the total factor inputs (TFI) to the industrial sector will enable us 

to expand the capacity of the laws of Kaldor to emphasize the importance of the 

industrial sector being the motivation of growth in addition to the fact that the 

wording gives us a new possibility of determining the degree of increasing returns 

to scale. 

I:- Theoretical reference. 
1-1:- The Kaldor's Law and the relationship of productivity and economic growth. 

The contributions of Kaldor in addition to the ongoing discussions 

concerning the Neoclassic Convergences growth between developed and poor 

countries, and discussions about the potential for growth of poor countries as well 

as studies on the growth gaps among those countries, there are a lot of growth 

models that have been to those convergences including model Solow- Swan 

(Solow1956 , Swan 1957 ), which they considered that the physical capital that 

accumulates by external factors have would achieve continuous growth rates in 

developed countries if the internal factors of production became not able to 

accomplish growth , because of the subordination of these factors to the law of 

diminishing marginal productivity in long range. If we know that the developed 

countries are subject to the state of constant return to scale of the factors of 

production or decreased return , especially for the size of capital , the poor 

countries have increasingly marginal productivity of capital and with this there is a 

paradox in growth rates that do not converge with the developed countries . From 

here, Solow and some Neoclassical are sacrificed that technological changes 

(external factor ) is that explain these anomalies show the difference between those 

countries , especially from the standpoint of economic growth rates in the long 

range  (McCombie 2006 ). 

   The growth models , which says the continued long-range growth caused by 

external factors called external growth models. And a continuation of those 

approaches (Romer1986 , 1990 ) and Lucas (Lucas1988 ) added new ideas into 

growth models , but they adopted the idea of the state of constant return to scale 

(Note that these assumptions according to the logic analysis marginal goes to the 

lack of growth rates because of factors of production then you will lose the ability 

to create additions new production). Therefore, Romer and Lucas confirmed that 

the total productivity growth is determined by internal factors , namely the 

incident because of the innovations and developments of knowledge. 

From here, overturned growth models neoclassical from external growth 

models represented technical changes generated by the accumulation of generating 

capital because of external factors  to be driven by internal factors , although 

associated with a physical or human capital , it reflected a new way to calculate the 

physical capital and human capital enhanced innovation and skills. Because the 

innovations and knowledge are ones of the factors of production and are not 

subject to the law of diminishing returns , and therefore not decreasing marginal 

productivity , and this provides a practical explanation for continued growth in the 

developed countries. Returning to Kaldor discussed the growth from the different 

points of view is that the sectorial structure of production causes the differences 

among the growth rates in different economies. Kaldor ((Kaldor, 1966)) when his 
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interpretation of the changes occurring in the overall productivity of factors of 

production was fired from that labor productivity in most sectors are driven by 

productivity growth. And he showed that labor productivity growing sectors make 

this motivation of economic growth, and in any economy, there must be a 

motivation of growth and the sector. Kaldor said that the industrial sector is the 

sector of the motivation of growth. Nicholas Kaldor takes it that economic growth 

happens through the process of absorption of the labor force from less productive 

sectors to the most productive sector of the economy . And it is the sector which 

contributes directly to GDP growth of a country . 

  Kaldor has introduced three reasons for the possibility that growth in the 

industrial sector explains the differences in growth rates when account the 

productivity of labor and capital in different economic sectors; it is the most 

important sector because of having the fastest rates of productivity. The  reasons 

are : - 

1. The industrial sector boosts growth in GDP. 

2. Promoting growth in the productivity of the sector itself and thus increases the 

return degree dynamically . 

3. Stimulating the transmission of preliminary work sectors ( which are 

characterized by declining returns size) the industrial sector  

Kaldor emphasized that the increased demand by increasing production 

capacity and encouraging investment leads to economic growth in the future. It can 

increase demand by economies of scale resulting from technological progress and 

technical progress and learning through experience ( specialization ) . He said that 

economies of scale are the factors of economic growth and specialization practiced 

a central role . 

 Kaldor quoted this concept of growth through the study of the (Verdoorn. 

1949 ), Kaldor also concluded that the demand growth leads to increased 

productivity and that this increase creates competitiveness and therefore to 

increase the demand again . Kaldor coined concepts about the motivation of 

growth in three laws can be placed formats behavioral equations ( functions ) with 

the possibility of estimating its parameters and these laws are: - 

First Law. 
The growth rate of an economy is positively related to the growth rate of its 

industrial sector 

This law is the most important law, which confirms that the growth in the 

productivity of the industrial sector was the biggest influential in economic growth, 

so the manufacturing is the motivation of economic growth. We can estimate the 

relationship assumed by the law in the following format: -      

mq bgag   

Where: ),( qm gg  express their manufacturing and GDP growth rate respectively. 

   Kaldor assumptions built for the industrial sector as the motivation of 

growth through his study of the path of growth of developed countries during the 

period 1953-1964 after World War II. This relationship is recognized when the 

industrial sector represents a fundamental component and the largest in the total 

output of the economy.  

Here will be the value of the regression coefficient )(b  is positive and less than the 

one that is )01(  b . 
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The value of regression coefficient  )0( b  indicates that the rate of growth in 

the economy depends on the existence of a positive difference between the rate of 

growth in the industrial sector output and the growth rate in the production of 

non- industrial sectors, especially agriculture  (to be considered the primary 

sector). It is here also can develop a formula of the first law of Kaldor according to 

the following equation: -   

 
)( nmmq ggdcg 

 
To ensure that manufacturing is the motivation of growth , Kaldor had 

another idea is that the growth in the production of non- industrial sectors )( nmg  is 

a positive function in the growth of the industrial sector output in accordance with 

the following formula: - 

   mnm vgug 
 

This addition paved the way for the drafting of the third law will come later. 

 

The second law . 
An increase in the rate of growth of industrial output leads to increases in 

labor productivity in that sector. 

This law, known as the (Verdoorn's Law),  confirms the existence of a 

positive relationship between labor productivity in manufacturing )( mP  and the 

growth of the industrial sector output growth. The formula adopted by Kaldor in 

this law, which are: -  

  
 mm BgaP

 
Where )( mP   represents a growth rate of labor productivity in the industrial sector. 

Also, )(   is a normally distribution  error term , so that :-  )0(~ 2

eN    

Also,  )( mP   is a difference between the rate of growth in the industrial sector 

production and the rate of growth in employment in this sector that is   

)( mmm egP    , and this difference value is Kaldor additional  to Verdoorn's law. 

Kaldor also said that employment in the industrial sector )( me  a positive function 

in the same sector output growth. That is )(  mm Bgae  . 

    He also noted here that if the )(B  is significantly different from the one  at every 

1 % increase in the industrial production, it will grow at a rate of less than 1% , 

which means that production will increase to increase production  . 

 

The third law . 
The productivity in the non- industrial sector increases as the rate of growth 

of industrial output increases. 

     It is a complement to the first law, especially from the point of view of the 

employment relationship in the sectors of the economy with growth in the 

industrial production sector . It is a dialectical relationship underwent numerous 

discussions in exchange for a few applications. The third law of Kaldor suggests 

that the productivity of industrial sectors is a positive function in the industrial 

sector growth , a negative function in the growth in non- industrial sectors. 
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Thus, confirming that productivity in the non- industrial sectors will increase 

the rate of growth due to the increase in the growth rates of industrial production 

according to the following formula: -   )(   nmmnm eBgaP  . 

   Where )( nme  the rate of growth in the employment  of non- industrial sectors 

   This law shows that productivity in the non- industrial sectors depends on 

the rate of growth in the industrial sector as the motivation of growth. 

Most probably, the Kaldor adopted here on the Lewis model (Lewis 1954 )  

explained the work of the primary sector movement (agriculture ) to the capital 

sectors . As the (Thirlwall 1986) explained that the high-income primary sector will 

manufacturing the demand for industrial goods and thus accelerate growth in the 

industrial sector . This view turns the direction of impact the direction of the 

industrial sector. 

    (McCombie 1981 ) believes that the third law of Kaldor does not mean 

anything as if it was the productivity of the industrial sector level higher than the 

level in the agricultural sector; any transfer of resources from agriculture to 

manufacturing will lead to increased levels of productivity in various sectors . 

Others pointed out that the productivity of the industrial sector may not lead to 

increased productivity in the agricultural sector . 

    Kaldor 1966 through a standard regression model was conducted on data 

analysis of 12 developed countries for the period of time 1953-1964 test. As the 

others tested the Kaldor's hypothesis in many countries, including (Diaz: 2003 ) in 

Mexico, using the gross domestic product and production of industrial data for the 

period 1980 to 2000 the methodology of con-integration with Granger's 

methodology of causality and the application of the first law of Kaldor and 

concluded that there is a two-way causal relationship between two variables fully 

supports the Kaldor's hypothesis. And  the study of ((Wells and Thirlwall 2003 )) 

which supported the three laws of Kaldor in 45 African countries for the period 

1980_1996. The study found that more than half the existing differences in growth 

rates for African countries dated back to the industrial production growth. Despite 

the support , the hypothesis of Kaldor in many countries in different time periods ,  

has faced some criticism from the scientific and theoretical consideration , 

especially those referred to it by the (McCombie1983  and Thirlwall, 1983 ) on the 

second and third laws , where they found that the direction of these two laws was 

presumed by Kaldor in two opposite directions. In addition, there are many studies 

that have adopted the laws of Kaldor putting the original, and the other was based 

on the development of some of these laws to suit the requirements of modern 

growth models. 

 

1-2: - Analytical data 

In this study, we aim to understand the relationship between the productive 

sectors of the economy and economic growth in the Iraqi economy , with emphasis 

on the industrial sector production and according to the requirements of the 

Kaldor's laws. Beginning to be the most important review of quantitative data of 

the Iraqi economy and having to do research topic during the study period ( 2017-

2030 ) . 
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 This was for a long time but the style required by statistical analysis . We 

can note three periods, each of which represents a period of internal and external 

economic conditions as another advantage . And to review the most important 

economic indicators can look at the data in Table (1) : 

 

Table ( 1) Some quantitative indicators of the Iraqi economy * 

2020-2021 2019-2020 2018-2019 2017-2018 2016-

2017 

Period  

4.45-%  54.4-%  4.45%  45.45%  55.15%  GDP growth rate 

1.1%  4.44%  4.44%  4.44%  4.4%  Population growth 

4.5%  5.15-%  1.44-%  1.41%  5.441-%  Oil production growth 

55.1%  54.4%  4.4%  54.41%  41.4%  Oil production from the 

productive sector rate 

45.51%  54.5%  44.5%  44.14%  41.44%  Productive sectors 

percentage of GDP 

45.44%  45.4%  54.4%  45.54%  45.54%  Distributive sectors 

percentage of GDP 

44.55%  14.5%  44%  41.54%  45.44%  Service sectors 

percentage of GDP 

Source: calculated from data of the Ministry of Planning , the Republic of Iraq , 

the Central Bureau of Statistics for various years . 

* ( Values and ratios of the average duration of data at constant prices 1988 = 100 ) 

 

Data from Table (1) clarified that the production sectors obsessed by oil 

production at high rates and that there is an imbalance in the relative importance , 

especially in the productive sectors , which includes the industrial sector of the 

main sectors . Table (2) and Table (3) show the expectations for the growth of the 

Iraqi economy until 2030. 

 

Table ( 2 ) some quantitative indicators of the Iraqi economy (2022-2026) 

2025-2026 2024-2025 2023-2024 2022-2023 2021-2022 Period  

5.4-%  5.14-%  4.45%  5.41%  4.4- %  GDP growth rate 

1.54%  1.14%  1.14%  1.145%  1.15%  Population growth 

1.11%  5.44%  5.44%  4.54%  5.4- %  Oil production growth 

54.44%  54.54%  55.44%  55.41%  14.4%  Oil production from the 

productive sector rate 

45%  44.5%  44.5%  41.14%  44.54%  Productive sectors 

percentage of GDP 

45%  544%  54.4%  44.54%  44.44%  Distributive sectors 

percentage of GDP 

45%  45.5%  45%  45.54%  45.44%  Service sectors 

percentage of GDP 

 

Source: calculated by the researcher. 
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 Table ( 3 ) Some quantitative indicators of the Iraqi economy (2026-2030) 

2029-2030 2028-2029 2027-2028 2026-2027 Period  

4.41%  4.45%  4.45%  4.14%  GDP growth rate 

5.44%  5.5%  1.4%  1.44%  Population growth 

5.14%  1.14%  1.1- %  5.45%  Oil production growth 

41.5%  45%  55.41%  54.1%  Oil production from the 

productive sector rate 

44.4%  45.1%  44.14%  45.45%  Productive sectors percentage 

of GDP 

54.5%  54.4%  45.54%  54.54%  Distributive sectors 

percentage of GDP 

54.5%  54.4%  41.54%  45.45%  Service sectors percentage of 

GDP 

Source: calculated by the researcher. 

 

Table ( 5 ) Some indicators of growth in production and partial productivity in the  

Iraqi economy and some of its sectors 

Oil  Manufacturing 

sector  

Agriculture 

sector  

Service 

sector  

Economy as 

a whole 

Index 

54.54%  -5.51%  4.44%  5.44%  5.44%  The rate of growth 

in production 

during the period 

4.14%  4.54%  5.444-%  5.44%  1.44%  The rate of growth 

in capital 

accumulation 

5.54%  5.454%  4.44%  4.44%  4.54%  The rate of growth 

in the labor force 

141.1 4.41 4.45 5.14 4.45 

 one 

Thousand 

dinars per 

worker 

Average labor 

productivity during 

the period 

4.44 5.14 5.44 5.44 5.451  Average 

productivity of 

capital 

accumulation 

55.44%  5.444-%  1.44-%  5.54-%  5.41-%  The rate of growth 

in labor 

productivity 

4.14%  1.15-%  4.44%  5.45%  5.15%  Growth in the 

productivity of 

capital 

 

Source: - calculated by the researcher. 

Table No. (5) contains economic indicators for the period ( 2017-2030 ), 

from which we find the growth rates of both total production and production sub-

sectors of the Iraqi economy, which refers to the negative growth rate in labor 

productivity in the economy and its sectors except oil. 
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 Also growth rates in the economy caused by  certain oil sector to attest that 

the Iraqi economy is a rents economy depends on oil exports significantly. 

Regarding the growth rates that we use in the analytical framework contains part 

of the extension in the attached tables. 

   These data indicate that the industrial sector in accordance with the 

importance of its studies require assumptions search because it still has importance 

in the economy, although it records a negative growth rate during the study period, 

because the research method depends on the relationship of labor productivity in 

this sector in its productivity and its impact on growth in the overall economy. 

Here it must be pointed out that the data for analysis were used in the manner that 

is compatible with the requirements of growth models. And here we mean how to 

calculate both the capital as well as labor productivity and this requires to clarify 

the method of calculating the factors of production because the growth index 

requires estimation of capital accumulation and to be  calculated in accordance 

with the depreciation rates and capital formation, as human capital is calculated 

according to the average years of schooling and return on investment. 

1-2-1. Capital Accumulation. 

   To calculate capital accumulation, there is a perpetual inventory method  , 

which depends on the basis of the compilation accumulations of fixed capital 

formation as annual additions that are added to the annual flow of capital stock 

according to the following equation: -   1)1(  ttt KIK 
,
 

where )( 1tK  the rate of depreciation of capital assets in the productivity of the 

economy and )( tI  the initial capital stock and the annual additions to the capital ( 

net annual capital formation). 

1-2-2. Humane Capital (H). 

   The purpose of compatibility with modern additions to the school internal 

growth and requirements of skills and training as well as to transform the work 

force to form human capital . The labor force (L) is another factor with the 

accompaniment of a )( th  , which represents the weighting value for each of the 

average years of schooling )( tS , and  the  rate of return to schooling (r). 

This means that : -  tSr

t ehthenhLH
.

*   

Here we can modify the equation  of  Solow model to get the following formula: - 

****

****

)1(

)1(

tttt

tttt

HaaKYA

HaaKAY




 

1-2-3. Account of production factors in the Iraqi economy . 

    Compatible with the purpose of capital stock account analytical framework 

(Capital Accumulation) , we estimate the rate of depreciation of capital in the Iraqi 

economy according to the approved financial standards, which states that the rate 

of depreciation of capital between (4% and 6% and 5% ) for various sectors or the 

various assets capitalism. Depending on the weight of each sector of GDP in Iraq 

for years to study the depreciation rate of 5% per year to adopt a reasonable 

average asymptotic global rates also despite our conviction that many of the 

productive capital assets beyond its useful life, while the account )( 0K  through 

average accumulation account in the first four years of the study period after 

treatment by a factor of depreciation .  
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And that was for the economy as a whole )49.8772( 0 K  ,and this will be the 

estimate of capital stock according to the following formula: -  

 1)1(49.8772  tt KK   

   For the industrial sector and other sectors use the same method to get the 

accumulation of capital to those sectors values. The human capital transactions can 

calculate the average years of schooling ( education) to calculate the rating labor 

force in the Iraqi economy according to their level of academic base and then 

taking the average study period . And total years of education up to bachelor's is in 

Iraq 16 years is added to the upper years of education certificates representing the 

upper limit  . The minimum shall be zero and when taking the weighted 

distribution of the workforce and found that the closer the average duration of the 

study is up to ( 9.6% ). For the average return on investment in education, there 

are a number of indicators that can be done calculating the average of which, 

including the United Nations studies in this regard, as demonstrated most recently 

and who is studying the relationship between education and the labor market. The 

measurement of investment returns in human capital was 15.5% for primary 

education, 11.2% secondary education and 10.6% for higher education. For this, 

the researcher when taking the weights for the distribution of the workforce 

according to the school level got an average of 8.5%. Note that there is a low 

average yield of the labor force below the level of primary education, which is to 

reduce the percentage (0.85); from here would be: - 1)1(49.8772  tt KK  . 

2 : - Analytical perspective 
2-1: - Analysis Methodology 

When looking at the laws of Kaldor, we  found that they are applied more 

on the developed countries where labor productivity is accelerating , particularly in 

the industrial sector and in the period after World War II , a period during which 

Kaldor tested especially in the United States and European countries , while 

industry accounted for the greatest  increasing return to scale of its laws 

(McCombie & Roberts 2007 ). 

    Iraq's economy is not developed mainly produced primary pattern 

attribute. The agricultural activity ( primary ) has a greater importance of the 

industrial sector, and this is what the data indicate in the analytical study as stated 

above. It is certain we will see upheaval in the applicability of the laws of Kaldor as 

essential primary on the industrial sector as the motivation of growth. On the other 

hand, the growth rates in the overall productivity of factors of production in the 

long range is a function of the accumulation of the capital . The first and second 

laws of Kaldor become unable to explain the level of increase in the dividend scale 

correctly (McCombie2012 ), especially if we know that the capital stock are the 

most important variable in internal growth function , especially in the long range. 

This requires that growth (TFP) is a function in capital growth. From here, we 

have to make changes to the formats of the laws of Kaldor's functions in line with 

the requirements of modern growth models departing from the impact of the 

adoption of the accumulated capital in the production function and are as follows : 

-   
)1( aa LKAeQ  
. 
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We know that this cup Douglas production function and make a logarithmic 

transformation we get : -   )1........(....................)1( laakq    

In this formula, the variables are logarithmic values and when to make some 

transfers (unscrewed by Taylor ) function can be written in the following formats: - 

 )2........(....................)1( **** laakq    

 And variables here are annual growth rates. 

This formula in equation (2) is identical to the Solow-Swan  equation accounting 

for growth ,and the interpretation of the Total Factor Productivity (TFP), as 

follows: - 

 )3........(....................)1( *** Haakqtfp   

Note that physical capital is calculated in the accumulation of capital and the 

labor force was calculated on the basis of human capital. As we mentioned that 

according to the law of Kaldor the )(  is an internal variable and represents 

technical progress, while in the point of view of Solow is an external variable 

represents here in the equation (3) the total factor productivity generated by the 

non-production inputs (capital and labor). 

We can also use other formula ((McCombie, & Roberts 2007 ) include the presence 

coefficient represents the degree of increased return. (v = degree of increasing 

returns) , as follows: -    

)4.........(..........].........)1([ **** Haakvq    

  And to compensate the equation ( 4) in equation ( 3) and make some transfers  we 

get : -    

)5....(..............................)
1

1( *
*

q
vv

tfp 


 

Here can be generalized formula on the motivation of growth sectors , including the 

industrial sector as follows : -  )6....(..............................)
1

1(
*

mg
vv

tfi 


  

  

Where ( )(tfi )  the total factor inputs ,and )( mg  Growth of industrial output. 

And if we know that :-  )7........(....................)1( *** Haaktfi    

This means that growth in total production (Millemaci, E. and Ofria 2014 ) is a 

function in the total  productivity of inputs and are as follows: - 

 )8........(....................** vtfiq    

    These formulas arranged for us the possibility of taking into consideration 

the capital accumulation when estimating the growth rates in total output that the 

economy was on the level or at the level of economic sectors , especially in the long 

term. 

From here, we can rewrite the laws of Kaldor and Verdoorn as follows: 

 

)11....(.........................

)10....(...................................sec

)9......(....................)
1

1(....

nmnm

mm

m

evtfiPlawthird

BgaPlawond

g
vv

tfplawfirst
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Where )(B Verdoorn's Coefficient , which ranges from value between zero and one. 

)( nme  The rate of growth in employment for the non-industrial sector. 

)( nmP  The rate of growth in labor productivity in the non-industrial sector. 

Here the value of )
1

(
v

 in the equation (9) is representing the degree of increasing 

returns to scale, while )(v  is that this represents a degree of increasing return to 

scale in the equation (11). 

 

2-2: - Econometrics  Estimation 

To estimate the total factor productivity (TFP) as in equation ( 3) requires 

the assumption that it restricted function ( Cobb Douglas ):-   
*** )1( laakqtfp   

And in which the degree of increasing return be equal to one. For this, we 

estimate the value of (TFP) of non-restricted  function  Ba LKAeQ  , which is 

where  for each share of labor and capital in the total production in the Iraqi 

economy. This estimate was cup Douglas function of the following formula:-   

BLnHaLnKLnQ    

  Through using the logarithmic values of work and head money in the 

overall economy, we got the following estimation  : -   

LnHLnKLnQ 393.1103.0341.5   

This estimate parameters can be used to calculate values of (TFP) and are as 

follows:- 

 
*** 393.1103.0 Hkqtfp   

Among those calculated values  of ( tfp ), we can estimate the value of )(v  to 

level of the economy from the equation (8) and we have to estimate the following : -   

tfpq 614.0064.0ˆ*   

   The return scale shows that the Iraqi economy is in a diminishing returns 

to scale , because )614.0( v  ,and this was less than one . 

We can also use the calculated values ( tfp ) in the estimation of parameters for the 

first function of the  Kaldor's Law ,equation ( 9) 

In the same way are estimated values of the total productivity of inputs ( tfi ) in the 

industrial sector. When our estimation to unrestricted Cobb- Douglas production 

function in the manufacturing sector got the following rating : - 

 LnHLnKLnQ 716.0515.0886.7   

 A function (Total Productivity of Inputs ) in the manufacturing is :- 

 
*** 393.7161.0)515.0( Hkqtfi   

   Here we can include the estimated values are calculated ( tfi ) for the period 

(2017-2030 ). We can also estimate the value of )(v  for the manufacturing sector 

and that we benefit from this in checking ( and ensuring ) the convergence of values 

in the first and third laws of Kaldor. The more convergent values when estimating 

function parameters that represent those laws the closer the model that we have set 

to the accuracy and methodology of analysis and formulas that we have proposed 

in the search compatible with previous assumptions Kaldor . 
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When estimating )(v  from the values of ( tfi ) as in equation ( 8) …... vtfiq  **   

we get the following : -   tfiq 926.0881.0*   

   This means that the degree of return shows that the scale of the Iraqi 

manufacturing is in a state of diminishing returns , because )926.0( v . But it was 

closer to the constant  return to scale of the production   and was  the best of the 

situation of the Iraqi economy as a whole. Besides, we can use the calculated values 

(l) in the estimation of the equation (11) , which represents the Kaldor's third law . 

2-3 .Estimate  Kaldor's laws : - 

First law : -      mg
vv

tfp )
1

1( 


 

   When using the data growth rates in the production of the industrial sector   

and data on the overall productivity of (Total Factors Productivity) ( tfp ), which 

were estimated we get the following estimates: -   mgtfp 004.0038.0   

Results estimate the regression equation of the first Kaldor's law 

 

Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

T Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) -.038- .041  -.912- .368 

mg  .004 .001 .481 3.100 .004*** 

a. Dependent Variable: TFP ***2 004.0)(609.9231.0  FSigFR  

Where:- 

996.0004.01
1

1
1004.0





v

v
 

Here (
v

1
) represents the degree of return to scale depending on how the 

function analysis is. It means that degree of increased return (0.996 ) is less than 

one case to show diminishing returns in which the industrial sector is going 

through and is also closer to the previous result ( 0.912 ) . 

The  )( ,  which represents the value of the level of technical progress 

coefficient ,according to Kaldor (which he said was an internal factor) can be 

estimated as follows : - 

 

03815.0

004016.1

996.0004.01
1

)038.0(
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  The negative value )03815.0(   for the coefficient of technical progress 

refers to the weakness of the use of technology in the industrial sector and this a 

logical conclusion with the nature and the low level of the development of the 

manufacturing in the Iraqi economy at the study time. 

 

The second law : As we have said previously that Kaldor – Verdoorn's law :   

mm BgaP 
 

When using growth rates in labor productivity values and the values of growth 

rates in the output of the industrial sector got the following rating : - 

mm gP 912.0728.0ˆ   

Results estimate the regression equation of the second law 

(Kaldor -Verdoon's law). 

Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

T Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) -.728- 2.338  -.311- .758 

mg  .912 .078 .898 11.742 .000*** 

a. Dependent Variable: 
***2 000.0)(881.137807.0  FSigFRPm  

 

  Here the value of  coefficient )912.0ˆ( B  appeared less than one- 

compatible with the presumption of Verdoorn , as we know that )(B  is (Verdoorn's 

Coefficient) as we indicated. The value of this parameter confirms that if the rate of 

growth in the industrial sector increased by one unit , the productivity of the labor 

will grow at a rate of 0.912 % of this unit , at a rate less than the rate of output 

growth . 

 

The third law : - 
   When using the data on all of the growth in labor productivity in the non-

industrial sector ( agriculture ) )( nmP  and growth rates in employment for the 

sector )( nme , with data to )(tfi  the overall productivity of the inputs for the 

industrial sector , we get the following estimate : - 

 nmnm etfiP 011.0974.0094.2ˆ   

Results estimate the regression equation for the third law 

Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

T Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) -2.094- 1.486  -1.409- .168 

Tfi .974 .048 .965 20.287 .000*** 

e-nm -.011- .075 -.007- -.146- .885 

a. Dependent Variable: Pnm ………
***2 000.0)(254.211930.0  FSigFR  
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Here the values of )974.0( v  appeared, which converged with those of the 

first law or in equation (8) and which show that the total productivity of inputs , in 

diminishing returns in all cases phase . Note that this parameter is the only one that 

showed a significant statistically significant at a confidence level of 1% . 

Results showed that the estimated parameters agree with the format for the third 

function of the law , with the emergence of non- statistically significant factor in the 

growth rate of employment for non-industrial sector . 

Conclusions 
   The researcher has analyzed the relation between the growth in the 

production of the industrial sector and overall economy in  Iraqi economy , for the 

period ( 2017-2030 ).  

   The study used a methodology Kaldor's Hypothesis, but a new format , that 

enabled us to integrate modern growth models , which link between growth in the 

economy and the accumulation of capital, for this it has been put laws of Kaldor in 

a new function especially the first and third law . 

   The new versions of those laws enable us to calculate the degree of increase in 

return in the economy or in the industrial sector. The results reached by the study 

can be summarized thus : - 

1. Although the industrial sector is characterized by decline in growth rates , but 

growth in that sector supports growth in the gross domestic product. 

2. The degree of increase in the yield appeared worth less than one , and this shows 

that the industrial sector as well as the Iraqi economy each subject to the law of 

diminishing returns . 

3. The Verdoorn's coefficient was less than the one, which is compatible with the 

assumption that all of Kaldor and Verdoorn . 
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Supplements 

Growth rates in the Iraqi economy and some sectors indicators for the period      

(2017-2030) 

years 

Overall economy Manufacturing sector Agriculture sector Oil sector 

product 
tK H product 

tK H Product 
tK H product 

tK H 

2017 4.55- 4.54 1.54 5.54 6.11 3.01 2.91 2.21 0.28 17.84 3.79 3.86 

2018 5.41- 14.15 4.14- 5.86 57.44 -2.87 1.91 52.2 -0.08 -69.36 49.96 -2.63 

2019 5.44- 4.44 44.41 1.22 36 6.63 10.87 33.52 0.14 -21.81 28.1 0.81 

2020 4.44- 45.45- 4.44 0.89 16.39 -9.27 -3.84 17.37 0.47 -11.74 14.3 -0.68 

2021 5.54- 44.54- 4.54 

-1.16 3.68 

-

15.77 10.97 12.55 -1.56 13.91 51.99 25.15 

2022 5.54 55.44- 4.54 11.64 -5 5.83 15.72 8.73 1.05 28.4 18.77 3 

2023 5.44 14.41- 4.44 -1.07 0.87 3.7 -4.3 4.4 3 19.51 9.89 3.44 

2024 4.15 45.41 4.54- 36.36 -1.29 3.23 -8.34 2.17 2.41 97.53 5.8 3.26 

2025 5.54- 55.45 5.45 -22.34 -1.62 3.27 7.69 3.47 2.68 -1.32 7.31 3.15 

2026 1.54- 14.45 55.44 0.9 14.69 3.22 9.72 3.15 2.4 -29.53 6.44 3.28 

2027 51.51- 14.44- 4.44- 

-46.92 7.9 -3.54 10.87 -0.39 

-

17.22 789.14 1.26 

-

35.01 

2028 44.54- 41.44- 5.45- -61.93 -4.36 -0.58 -16.55 -4.06 0.14 -83.73 -3.74 -5.24 

2029 44.45 5.51 5.44- 2.14 -3.2 2.02 22.75 -2.61 1.22 59.34 -1.82 -3.02 

2030 54.44 45.44 4.44- 140.58 -1.4 1.33 -1.12 -2.54 1.07 -18.11 -1.74 1.56 
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 :البحث مستخلص

ذهذف هزِ انذساسح انى ذىضٍح اثش انًُى فً انقطاع انصُاػً ػهى انًُى الاقرصادي فً الاقرصاد انؼشاقً 

( , يغ الاخز تُظش الاػرثاس اثش ذشاكى سأس انًال فً حساب يؼذلاخ 4515-4554وفق يُهدٍح كانذوس نهًذج )

تانُسثح نهًُى فً الاقرصاد .نهزا ذى  (TFP)انًُى فً الاقرصاد يٍ خلال ذقذٌش الاَراخٍح انكهٍح نؼىايم الاَراج 

افرشاض صٍغح نقىاٍٍَ كانذوس ذرىافق يغ يرطهثاخ ًَارج انًُى انًطىسج وهً اول دساسح ػشتٍح ذرؼشض نرطىٌش 

قىاٍٍَ كانذوس خاصح الاول وانثانث تحٍث ذكىٌ انؼلاقح تٍٍ ًَى الاَراج انصُاػً وانًُى الاقرصادي يًثلا فً 

نؼىايم الاَراج. تًٍُا ذرًثم ػلاقح الاسرخذاو فً انقطاع غٍش انصُاػً يغ الاَراخٍح انكهٍح الاَراخٍح انكهٍح 

وَخهص يٍ هزِ انصٍاغح انًطىسج انى حساب دسخح ذزاٌذ انؼائذ أي يشحهح الاَراج. اَرهد  (TFI)نهًذخلاخ 

هُاك اثش قىي تٍٍ يؼذلاخ انًُى انذساسح انى اٌ دسخح ذزاٌذ ػائذ انحدى يرقاستح ػُذ ذقذٌش صٍغ انقىاٍٍَ كًا أٌ 

 فً الاَراج انصُاػً ويؼذلاخ انًُى فً انُاذح انًحهً.

 

 : وسقح تحثٍحَىع انثحث

-4554، الاقرصاد انؼشاقً )TFP ،TFIانقطاع انصُاػً ، َهح كانذوس ، : المصطلحات الرئيسة للبحث

4515.) 
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